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About This Content

RUNNING WITH RIFLES: PACIFIC is an expansion to the highly rated, top-down tactical shooter RUNNING WITH
RIFLES.

In RUNNING WITH RIFLES: PACIFIC, you jump back in time to the Pacific theater of World War II, to witness the epic
clash between the Imperial Japanese Army (IJA) and the United States Marine Corps (USMC) - fighting over tiny specs of turf

you've never heard of.

Battle with the enemy over islands carved into history - Guadalcanal, Tarawa, Saipan, and more, all based on the real terrain
where the IJA and the USMC clashed. Take part in a unique campaign for each faction; will you defend Henderson Airfield at

Guadalcanal as the USMC, or strive to take it back as the IJA? Make history or change it - it's up to you.
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KEY FEATURES

2 full campaigns spanning the major battles of the Pacific theatre

7 unique maps based on historical locations and battles

unique set of historical vehicles, ranging from light tanks, jeeps, land defenses, landing craft, and patrol boats

historical arsenal of weapons that evolves as the war progresses

new types of weapons such as Flamethrowers, Bayonetted Rifles, and the Katana

side objectives such as destroying coastal guns and anti-aircraft guns to rescuing prisoners or repairing abandoned tanks

40+ multiplayer support, dedicated servers, coop, PvP, PvPvE
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Title: RUNNING WITH RIFLES: PACIFIC
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Osumia Games
Release Date: 26 Oct, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.6 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia Geforce 6600, ATI x800, Intel HD3000 or equivalent with 256MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Simplified Chinese,Polish,Portuguese
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Cool concept but not executed correctly. The mechanics and level design make the gameplay way too frustrating and simply not
fun.. Really like this game a lot, can't stop playing it, and it helps if you like wine!. This game is amazing! It's super in depth,
there's hundreds of planets to visit, hundreds of ways you can set up a ship, you can customize your race/empire, you can
rename planets and ships, you can colonize systems and much more! GET THIS GAME!. One of the quests that can boast both
reasonable puzzles and outstanding setting. The puzzles are great \u2014 there is almost nothing to rant on the subject. The
worldbuilding is top-notch: the environment is logical and feels complete, the characters are well developed. I highly
recommend Primordia.. The game could be described as a walking sim with puzzle solving along the way and is pretty much
linear in its completion. If you enjoyed Quern, I think you should enjoy this game too.

For the first few hours of gameplay, you follow your sister's trail as she mysteriously wandered off in the woods. Then you
finally reach a mansion and the ghost town next to it where the rest of the game follows and concludes. As the story unfolds, a
few more areas are unlocked there, but you will mostly move back and forth between them. Also, let's note that even if you will
encounter different ghosts during the game, there is absolutely nothing scary in this game. This is not an horror game.

Puzzles

I am not sure which category of players was targeted by this game, but players used to puzzle games might be disappointed as
most puzzles are quite straightforward in their resolution. Only in the end, when you reach the island area, will you get the most
interesting puzzles in the game. But beware that a good understanding of English is necessary to solve those puzzles.

Exploration

If you want to better understand the story, a bit of exploration is necessary. Letters, drawing and photos are scattered all over the
place. You will have to open every drawers, inspect every corner in order to find any document that will tell you more about the
very excentric owner of the mansion (the inventor who made all those puzzles the player has to solve) and the different staff
members working on the estate.

Graphics

The least I can say is that the game is really pretty. A strange thing is that we can only use a lantern (which is only found when
we arrive at the mansion) inside buildings but never outside. But I guess it is an aesthetic choice from the devs. There are
hundreds of candles and lanterns everywhere that are beautifully lighting the path and also give a bit of an eerie feeling to the
game.

Saving

The shortcoming of the game is that the save system is kind of flawed. The game uses automatic saves that can only be activated
at some location, after you solve some puzzle (but not for all puzzles) or when you reach some new dialogue event (but not
always). That is kind of cumbersome as you can not save whenever you want. The best alternative I found was to go back to one
of the location save points I had previously encountered (mostly in town or in the mansion).
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Promised a Mac version back in 2013 but still no Mac support. As someone who works on both Mac and Windows it's
frustrating not having your software running across devices.
As for the actual UI, it's unecessarily complicated for simplest of tools.. hey thats pretty good. FBI at my door, trying to force it
open.
as i hold it with everything i got.

after 22 minutes of struggling, they break in. but it's already over.
i won... eventhough they caught me in the end, but i already won. i managed to finish it while keep injecting insulin to my body
or else i'd die due to ketoacidosis...

it's all over now, i can proudly tell my inmates about my achievements. and they will keep spreading the tales of my victory over
and over, forever.. When this game first came out, I just could not make myself play it, as I found the faery annoying. Saw it on
sale here
on Steam, and thought, "Why Not?" Especially since I had played the first and third in this series.
The faery and the dragon didn't annoy me as much as I thought they would.
Despite what another reviewer wrote, you can click on them while they are speaking just to shut them up.
Especially when the dragon is repeating what someone just told you.
I actually did enjoy it, except for some of the HO's being difficult to find.
I like the fact that it has a jump map and you are notified when you are done in an area,
so you can just move on.
It was at times challenging, but not overly so. Puzzles are solvable without being to simple.
If your not sure what to do, there is a hint helper on top you can click on that will let you know what
to do. Otherwise, it stays out of site, for those who do not want hints.
There is a WT on the Big Fish site for when you get really stuck.
Not sure what the CE would have, as seeing I played #3 I knew how the story would end.. meh, pay to win. a simple but super
fun top down zombie shooter and the whole one life makes it challenging but still fun to play. It's decent for what it is. A lot of
game engines come with the ability to create cut-out animations within them, such as Unity3D and Godot, but Spriter offers a
more complete package over that if you need it. Of course, it's irreplaceable for those engines or frameworks which don't offer
any tools to manipulate animations, although I feel that Spline is an even more impressive package--nonetheless, Spline's
complete package is several times more expensive than Spriter is, and though it does come with certain features that really
polish the animations produced (IMO important to free yourself of that flash/tween feel of cheap animation as is, unfortunately,
largely showcased in Spriter's example videos), the price point can be a big problem for indies in particular.

Spriter is by no means a bad piece of software and if you really feel that your engine's animator is simply inadequate, and you
are certain you want to go the cut-out animation route, I'd give it a go. But first consider your options: smaller sprites (e.g. pixel
art) can be very easily hand-drawn animated due to their small file size, and the result of that can look much better than
tweening; however, very large sprites (particularly if you're building your game for the inevitable upgrade to 4K resolutions)
cannot be easily animated in this manner due to limitations of graphical memory: just one fully-animated character made in this
way can take up hundreds of megabytes of memory if not more. This is where cut-out animation is most appropriate: what
would've taken a ton of memory to store frames of animation now takes just the cut-outs and some very small bits of data to
store the animation itself. Greatly more efficient than having tons of giant sprite sheets!

OTOH, if you are making pixel art, esp. with just a few frames of animations e.g. classic top-down RPG characters, Spriter (and
all other 2D animation software) is complete overkill: creating a texture file, showing a grid in your favorite image software, and
lining up your handful of animations properly is trivial, and requires no special software--not even poorly-featured in-engine
animators are necessary to swap out a texture atlas. Spriter can help this problem by exporting a sprite sheet, but do you want to
spend 60$ for such an easily performed task? It may not be worth it in this case.

There's also the problem of engines not supporting Spriter data. Because the Spriter data does not really change, it's up to the
engines themselves to take care of importing Spriter animations, whether this comes from the engine officially or some
community add-on which can handle it. Certainly Unity3D has some support for this (don't know for certain but it wouldn't
surprise me if they did), but this can also be a pithole that's hard to get around: if there's a more obscure engine you're using
which doesn't support Spriter, you'll need to write some compatability yourself or resort to exporting sprite sheets, which defeats
a major advantage of cut-out animation while still leaving you with the problems of cut-out animation. For example, I was using
Toon Boom Harmony for a while to make animations for a Unity3D game, and the official Harmony support for Unity was
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actually broken and pretty much abandoned by the time I got to it. So all that was left was either exporting to sprite sheet or
trying to assemble the cut-out in Unity and animating it in there, which, again, defeats the purpose. It's a common problem that
you should be wary of.

Furthermore, if you are planning to create cut-out animations, you could also consider DragonBones, a free and open-source 2D
animator which does much of the same. Again, you should be wary of the aforementioned problem: poor support of external
tools can be a pain to deal with. I'm not certain if DragonBones is better or worse than Spriter, but given it's free you won't lose
anything but time and energy checking it out. In my experience it isn't as polished as paid alternatives but it's nonetheless
functional. Also, if you're making pixel art, there is software specially designed for animating that, such as Aseprite, and offers
a lot more control over your animations than Spriter does, given that Spriter is not an image-creation tool, just an animation tool.

I got this piece of software from a Humble Bundle some time ago (i.e. got it on the cheap) but don't find myself using it very
often. Godot has a good-enough animator which has some basic bone functionality. I could combine it with hand-drawn
animation to make a kind of hybrid method, as showcased in some of Spriter's example animations. And of course it's in-engine
supported so I never have to worry about some compatbility breaking; also I have greater control over what can be animated
outside of the sprites themselves, which is something Spriter is unlikely to support at any point in time--this would mean that,
even with Spriter, you would still need to interact with your engine's animator. I'm not missing very much by not using Spriter.
Of course, if you were using something like MonoGame or LOVE where you have no in-engine tools to assist development, it'd
make a lot more sense to drop 60$ on an advanced piece of 2D animation software, though there's still the question to
compatibility for Spriter data.

In short: If you're not planning on using large cut-outs to keep your game's graphical memory low, it may not be worthwhile to
use Spriter, or any other 2D animation software which focuses on tweening for that matter. Hand-drawn animation from a
competent artist will virtually always be preferred to tweening by your audience. Pixel art is better animated in software
designed for pixel art. Your engine may be enough to produce animations of this caliber. Consider your alternatives.. read the
game's title
read the game's tags
giggled
 "action in dee space!" . I can't say that the description is inaccurate - you get a prototype version of the Talos Principle, with
unprocessed Elohim voices if you want them, and early versions of what became the puzzles.

It's just that after finishing the fully-fleshed out game, I don't really want to see the pre-alpha version. This isn't a 'making of'
behind-the-scenes set up, this is a "why are you showing me the unpolished unfinished version?" setup.

People say that there are a few puzzles that didn't make the final game, but I'm not *that* interested in prototype content.
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